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PUBLISHING
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November 2022
SPECIAL FEATURES:

The value of the automotive wheel market
exceeded US$121bn in 2019 and is estimated
to exhibit over 5.8% CAGR from 2020 to 2026*

ADVERTISING
RATES

(*Global Market Insights)

From the publisher of Tire Technology
International, and the organizer of Tire
Technology Expo in Hannover, Germany, Wheel
Technology International is the first-ever
publication focused exclusively on the science
and technology of making wheels.

PLUS:
Premium market
focus, as well as
EV and AV
special reports!

• Future design
• Lightweighting
• Factory automation
• Testing and validation

Full page ............................................................. £5,250
Inside front cover............................................... £6,000
Inside back cover................................................ £5,750
Outside back cover............................................. £6,000
Half page............................................................. £3,500

ALSO INSIDE
Realizing concepts
EV wheel design
Autonomous tech
Interview: Zenvo

LUXURY
WHEELS

The lightweighting techniques, material
selections and aero designs delivering
high-spec wheels for high-end vehicles

This brand-new, extensive, fully illustrated
publication provides instant access and
in-depth analysis of the major trends and
technologies shaping the rapidly evolving
automotive wheel sector, with a particular
focus on the higher end of the wheel
manufacturing business – performance wheels, luxury wheels and the
latest advances in wheel aerodynamics – and exploring where the
combined resources of tire and wheel manufacturers may in the future
become one. Current, state-of-the-art wheel technologies and
manufacturing processes are also covered in full.

ADVERTISER
GUIDELINES

Format: Adobe PDF
Advert type
Millimeters

Resolution: PDF files should be created at a resolution of 300dpi using CMYK color space
NOTE: When supplying a full-page advert, please add 3mm (0.1181in) of bleed on all sides of the artwork

Wheel development continues at a rapid pace, with new designs and
solutions required to meet the needs of next-generation electric,
autonomous and connected vehicles. Stay up to speed with all the latest
innovation via the pages of Wheel Technology International’s Global Wheel
Industry Report. This annual publication provides its audience with key
industry news, interviews and technology developments. We focus
exclusively on the simulation tools, manufacturing processes and
component technologies needed to enable future wheel designs to be
more than just tires and rims, and pay special attention to the rapidly
evolving needs of the electric and autonomous vehicle sector.

PRODUCTS
& SERVICES
As part of our open-door editorial policy, advertisers
may be able to take advantage of technical editorial
opportunities, depending on availability. A dedicated
section within every edition of the Global Wheel
Industry Report features product launches, updates,
technical development articles, case studies and, in
some instances, supplier interviews. This well-proven
format provides the best
combination of corporate sales
message, technical information
and reader response.

Printed copies of the report will be distributed to 5,000 decision makers
and buyers from leading wheel manufacturers, tire manufacturers and car
manufacturers, including those responsible for R&D, production,
automation, design, materials, quality assurance and testing. PLUS further
e-distribution to an international database of over 25,000 subscribers.

P R O D U C T S

A N D

S E R V I C E S

IN-LINE X-RAY
TECHNOLOGY

A range of technology solutions developed for defect detection can enable
customers to improve quality and productivity in wheel
manufacturing
P R O D U C T S A N D S E R V I C E S
BY MICHAEL FRIESS Images HEITEC PTS

Above: Evaluating
wheel quality and
identifying defects
is vital to efficient
manufacturing

AREAS COVERED
Trends in tire and wheel design • Wheel manufacturing systems •
Forming • Shaping • Painting • Finishing • Polishing • Lightweight
technology • Factory automation • Factory efficiency • Greener
manufacturing • Chemicals • Water reduction • Waste and scrap
management • Quality assurance • End-of-line testing • R&D •
Testing • Validation

Inches

Full page (trim size).................215mm (w) x 275mm (h).............8.4646in (w) x 10.8268in (h)
Half page (horizontal)..........183mm (w) x 115mm (h)...............7.2047in (w) x 4.5276in (h)
Half page (vertical)..................90mm (w) x 250mm (h)..............3.5433in (w) x 9.8425in (h)
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hat wheel producer does not have a
target of reducing production waste of
castings to a minimum? And who does
not want to save time and costs during
quality control? In recent years, Heitec PTS has developed
solutions to create the maximum degree of transparency
in production by means of in-line x-ray testing.
Based on many years of experience in automation and
practice-oriented innovations, Heitec PTS has developed
machines for in-line testing with fast 2D x-ray testing
systems and 3D computer tomography. The aim is to
sort out defective parts prior to further processing and
to minimize scrap. Heitec PTS machines have proved
to be so successful that the company has specialized in
this segment. The HeiDetect Wheel Robot is the German
company’s best-known and top-selling machine. Almost
all major wheel producers carry out tests using machines
from this model range. Heitec PTS also ranks among the
largest suppliers for in-line x-ray devices. The range of

LEAK DETECTION
AND MEASUREMENT
TECHNOLOGY

services for the wheel industry is rounded off by machines
for manual x-ray or CT testing and for laser marking.

Testing during production

The compact, fully automatic HeiDetect Wheel Robot
has been implemented by many wheel manufacturers.
This is due to the high throughput rates in in-line
operation and the almost error-free evaluation in real
time. The powerful image evaluation software and the
detector with stable image quality ensure that potential
casting defects can be detected and classified in good
time. Casting defects such as cavities, pores, nests
and foreign objects can be identified. Defects can be
recognized from a size of 3% of radiated wall thickness.
Large-scale oxides can be detected from a size of 1% of
BY ULRICH GEIGER Images VON DER HEYDE
the wall thickness. New or adjusted test programs are
distributed across the complete machine park via a
database, ensuring that all machines carry out tests
using the same parameters and criteria.

Continual innovation is key to the development of a sophisticated line of leak
detectors designed to help customers test wheels for a range of vehicle applications

Full-page advertisers:
Option to supply up to
1,000 words for a white
paper or case study

Global Wheel Industry Report 2021

Advertisers may
be able to take
advantage of
technical editorial
opportunities,
depending on
availability

Above: The
Spectrotester 1522
Above right: A
Spectrotester machine
fitted with a robot, set
up for wheel testing
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enowned wheel manufacturers are able to
deliver high-quality products because they
can rely on the expertise of Von der Heyde,
a leading German specialist in leak detection
in aluminum wheels. Wheel producers can test their
aluminum wheels for tightness thanks to the machine
builder’s fully automatic high-tech equipment.
For over 30 years, Von der Heyde has installed its
highly developed leak-detection machines in facilities
around the globe.
“The basis of our method is mass spectrometry with
test gas,” explains managing engineer Stefan Meyer.
“We use helium as test gas, which is recovered fully
automatically for reuse.”
Auto manufacturers have high requirements for their
suppliers, particularly because they must adhere to strict
safety and quality regulations. Von der Heyde leak-detection
machines provide proof of product quality. Only perfect,
tested aluminum wheels leave the plant and are mounted.
The leak-detection technology uses the following
method: various aluminum wheels are tested for tightness
during production, at a cycle time ranging from 18

Global Wheel Industry Report 2021
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seconds to 22 seconds. If a wheel exceeds the specified
leak rate of 3.2 x 10-4mbar x l/s, it will be rejected.
Von der Heyde meets the demands of manufacturers
and supplies test equipment for all wheel sizes. The
Spectrotester 1320 is for wheels up to 20in at a height of
up to 10J. Wheels up to 24in and a height of up to 12J are
tested on the base machine, which can be equipped with
different test chambers. These machines are designated
the Spectrotester 1724 and Spectrotester 1522.
The research engineers at Von der Heyde work
tirelessly to optimize their technical systems. In the near
future, the company will offer its customers even greater
flexibility in the use of their machinery. Currently, a
machine can only test a certain range of wheel sizes and
designs, but this will change.
“The new Spectrotester is based on only one original
machine,” explains Meyer. “The customer will be able
to install different-size chambers to accommodate
individual production ranges.”
The established wheel sizes – up to 20in, 22in or 24in –
will still be available, but in addition, wheel heights from
4.5J to 12J can be tested.

Half-page advertisers:
Option to supply up to
500 words for a white
paper or case study

